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SEAWALL REPAIR

SEAWALL REPAIR WITH POLYURETHANE
The Problem:

As tidal flows rise and fall, water pushes its way in through cracks, joints, and defects in seawalls. The water pushes in on incoming tides and flows out on outgoing tides. As the water
flows out, it carries sand and soil with it which causes undermining of the structure, voids to
form, and deteriorates the structural integrity of the seawall. This cycle is exacerbated during
periods of heavy rain which continue the outflow of soil.

The Solutions:
AP Fill 720 and AP Fill 700
are semi-rigid hydrophobic
polyurethane foams that react with
moisture in the soil and expand
to fill voids while permeating
sandy soil to form a solid, strong,
watertight mass.
These are the most commonly used
foams for sealing seawall cracks,
voids and defects (as well as for
filling voids and stabilizing soil).

No excavation required.

Tech Support:
404-618-0438
Alchemy-Spetec
4508 Bibb Blvd, Suite B5
Tucker, GA 30084
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The Process:

Polyurethane foam can be injected through pipes directly into voids and
loose sandy soil using a single component pump (airless sprayer or double
diaphragm pump).
Step 1: Insert pipes down to the lowest level to be injected. This can be
done through driving the pipes mechanically, water jetting, or air jetting
them down.
Step 2: Ensure the soil has enough moisture content to cause a reaction of
the foam (slightly damp to saturated).
Step 3: Blend catalyst with polyurethane to desired level. For AP Fill 720 or
AP Fill 700, between 5% and 10% catalyst will be sufficient.
Step 4: Connect the hose from the pump to the injection pipe. The hose
should have a ball valve to control the flow of the material.
Step 5: Inject the foam either at a pre-determined rate (rule of thumb is 1
gallon per vertical foot) or until sufficient back pressure is established.
Step 6: After each “point” is injected, raise the pipe 12” and repeat the
process. Once the pipe is within 24” of the surface you will probably get
material flowing back to the surface (known as “refusal”). Stop at this point
and move to the next pipe.
Step 7: Repeat this process until the entire area has been injected.
Note: A containment barrier should be used on the water side of the
seawall to capture any foam that leaks out of the seawall during the process.
Note: Check valve type drains may need to be installed in the seawall after
injection to allow water from heavy rains to vent out and reduce pressure on
the seawall. These drains will allow water to flow out, but not soil.

The Facts:
When it comes to seawalls, there is a lot more to learn than meets the eye. A seawall is like a living, breathing thing: especially in the way that they are designed to
function. But like all living breathing things, they have a finite lifespan. For many of
them, it’s a mere 20 – 30 years. Depending on where you live, replacing a seawall can
cost anywhere from $150 to $500 per foot. That’s enough for some homeowners to
choose to move instead of rebuilding their seawalls. Today however, signs of seawall
distress can be solved before they get too bad through the application of polyurethane grouts to seal leaks, fill voids, and stabilize the surrounding soils.

Why Do Seawalls Deteriorate?

• The Elements
Salt corrosion, tidal action, currents, boat wakes, storm surges and sometimes
hurricanes all deliver a constant beating on the seawall. Every time it rains or the
irrigation system runs, and every time the tide goes out; all of the groundwater
above the waterline has to vent or equalize. Tremendous pressures can build up
if that water is trapped and cannot make its way into the sea or the storm water
system.
• Structural Aging
Correct construction of a seawall includes a drainage system to handle the bulk of
the water that comes from rain in addition to check valves, weep holes, or seams
to handle the daily influx and outflow from tide and wave action. Over time the
materials degrade or can be disturbed by settling. The result is a loss of soil and
the inevitable sinkholes and / or low spots that will occur along the wall. Other
times, the weep holes and vents become clogged and the water has no way to
escape except to force its way down and out from underneath the base of the
wall. When this occurs there will again be sinkholes and sometimes wall failure.

How Does Polymer Foam Help?

These are lightweight injection resins that can be injected along the wall where the
settling is occurring and generate multiple benefits. They will seal any leaks along the
wall, fill the voids that have occurred, and mix with the soil to form a solid, impermeable mass. Combined with proper drainage, this method can extend the life of your
seawall.

Why are AP Fill 720 & AP Fill 700 Safe for the Environment?

AP Fill 720 and AP Fill 700 have been approved for contact with drinking water (NSF
61-5) by Truesdail Laboratories. That means they can be used anywhere without
having an adverse effect on water quality. Having our core products rigorously tested
for environmental compatibility is a key component of our committment to assuring
“painless procedures” for customers.

This information is provided in good faith, but without guarantee. The application,
use and processing of the products are beyond our control and therefore your entire
responsibility. Should Alchemy-Spetec nevertheless be held liable for any damage, such
liability will be limited to the value of the goods delivered by us. We are committed to
providing high-quality goods at all times. This version supersedes all previous versions.
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